
LADDER SYSTEMS
L E I T E R S Y S T E M E

Stainless Steel Manufacturer 
N O R T H   A M E R I C A



Door Systems

Shower Systems

Ladder Systems

MWE stands for maximum production quality and a great love of detail.

We consider it our philosophy and task to develop products from Germany that consistently correspond with the spirit of the
times and also enables room for individuality. This means that all MWE employees always correspond with the highest standards
involving design, production quality, and functionality.

In particular: All products are subject to a complex production sequence, approx. 98% of which takes place on our own premises.
MWE uses state-of-the-art CNC machines, and this unique �nal result is achieved via careful, hand-crafted surface
re�nement. Paired with its exemplary customer communication strategy, MWE�s leading technology produces �Quality built on
Passion�!

+ 98% on-site production
+ State-of-the-art CNC technology
+ Finished and assembled by hand 
+ Designed and produced by MWE
+ In-house quality testing 



Not only personal taste plays a decisive role in the design
of a ladder, but also the spatial conditions that are involved.
Is there a lot or little space? Are the shelves connected or
are they separate from each other? Do we need to reach a
gallery or bunk-bed comfortably? There are endless possibilities. 
We are happy to help with advice

‘



1. THE SYSTEMKlassik or Akzent
The �rst step is the decision concerning the design of the 
basic body. Is a rounded-o� or square shaped ladder rail
(stringer) preferred? We�re happy to help with your selection.

2. THE LADDER HEAD
The head of the ladder determines the functionality of this 
new piece of equipment. The function depends on the situation 
in which the ladder is being used.

3. THE STEPS
Your unique ladder is designed in this stage. 
You specify the material, shape, color, 
and surface texture. In case of high ladders, 
we recommend the use of �at wooden or stainless 
steel steps.

4. THE LADDER BASE
The base of the ladder also in�uences its function. 
Should the ladder be able to be moved back and 
forth by lifting or with rollers?

5. ACCESSORIES

Round Rails Square Rails
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Klassik 17� / Akzent 16 1/2�

Ladder Base

The Rungs & Steps

The Ladder Head & Functionality





It�s as easy as it is �exible. Our POSITIONABLE LADDER KLASSIK. It
does not require a rail and leans easily onto a wall or shelf. Whether
it�s in a shop, o�ice, or living room; this ladder is able to be moved
quickly and easily as required.
A coating on the top ends of the ladder rails protects furniture and walls
and simultaneously prevents slipping.
The height and angle-adjustable base
ensures a secure standing position.

The HANGING LADDER KLASSIK was developed to enable �exible and 
fast implementation. This enables the ladder to be used without any 
problems at multiple shelves or simply to be placed easily into the shelf 
�at after use or leaned against the wall. This model is especially
useful for sales rooms, since it is able to be easily moved from display area 
to display area.

The long hook holds the 
ladder securely on the wall, 
even if it is placed vertically.



Cutting corners? No problem with the VARIO LADDER. 
Thanks to the swivelling head technology and additional rollers, 
the ladder is able to move conveniently long curved rails 
along corners.

It may be moved around corners and pushed together at 
the ladder head after use. This model combines all of the 
bene�ts of the TELESCOPIC and the VARIO LADDER, which 
therefore makes it outstanding for situations that
require special space-saving conditions.



The SLIDING LADDER AKZENT, which features a classic rolling head, 
is easy to lift and moves from one side to the other without any problems. 
The ladder is always able to move safely and elegantly to wherever it is 
needed. The optional roller base enables the ladder to be moved without 
prior lifting.

Thanks to the telescoping technology built into the ladder head, 
the TELESCOPIC LADDER is placed at a safe angle against the wall 
during use. When it is not required, it may be stored vertically at the 
cabinet or at the wall so that it never becomes an obstacle in case of 
tight spatial conditions. The ends of the ladder stringers feature 
movable rubber feet that safely adjust to any.



The VARIO LADDER AKZENT skillfully combines shelves and cabinet
systems across corners. Thanks to the swivelling head technology,
the ladder is able to be moved conveniently around the corners of
rooms via curved rails.

The VARIO TELESCOPIC LADDER is suitable for complex
and high shelf systems. It runs gracefully around 
corners via curved rails and is also able to be collapsed 
via the telescoping technology and stored vertically. 
This maximizes space utilization.



Even pre-�nished wooden ladders receive our
ladder heads. A milled groove in the wooden 
ladder enables the trolley support and the ladder 
hook to be inserted �ush in the body. Screw fasteners 
directly on the surface of the ladder are also possible.

No matter how your personalized ladder is composed, 
it ultimately needs to stand securely and adjust �exibly 
to match spatial requirements. For this purpose, we o�er 
an articulating circular base in two sizes as well as a 
roller base that sinks when the ladder is accessed to 
prevent the ladder from rolling.

MWE produces corresponding handrails that match its models. No matter whether rounded-o� 
or rectangular pro�les, your ladder isn�t just extended with additional climbing equipment, but 
especially with e�ective stabilization at increased heights.
At 9.5 ft. and higher, MWE installs safety rails automatically.
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